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Adam Roczek
EUSA PRESIDENT

Dear Friends,
I am happy to greet you at the 14th European Universities Volleyball Championship
in Rzeszow, Poland!
On behalf of the whole EUSA community, I would like to express my gratitude for
inviting European student-athletes here. It’s a wonderful occasion to be together
and experience the beauty of sport. I am pleased to see so many sport lovers, who share values
of fair play, equal opportunities and education, promoted by EUSA.
European Universities Championships 2017 organized in 19 sports make it possible for
student-athletes to get to know each other and challenge their skills in a friendly atmosphere.
During such events we do more than just sport – we broaden our horizons, get to know other
cultures, we promote healthy mind in a healthy body.
Being an organizer of such an event is challenging but rewarding. I know it’s a hard
task, and I want to express my appreciation to the Organizing Committee and its partners for
the great job they have done. And of course, my gratitude to the authorities for their auspices
of this event.
I believe that this Championship will bring the participants positive experiences and
good results. I am sure that the athletes will compete in a fair play manner, respecting the
rules and their opponents and please the spectators with their performance.
I hope you will enjoy your stay, your achievements and your time spent in Rzeszow!
Good luck!
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Jarosław Stawiarski
SECRETARY OF STATE, IN THE MINISTRY OF SPORT AND TOURISM
OF THE REPUBLIC OF POLAND

„It is my great pleasure to take the honorary patronage of the European Universities
Volleyball Championships of women and men. Tournaments, that are going to be held in
Rzeszów as the European Academic Championships will be a great chance to promote both
Poland and a high sports level of young volleyball players. The last success of young men
representatives and their Juniors’ European Champions title in Bulgaria confirms that investing
Polish volleyball is a good idea. I hope to see future great champions among academic teams
playing in Rzeszów.”
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Władysław Ortyl
MARSHALL OF PODKARPACKIE VOIVODESHIP

„The European Universities Volleyball Championships of women and men is a very
important sports event that will emphasize sports success of youths from Podkarpackie
Voivodeship, and it will also positively influence the image of the whole Province and sport
in the Province.
Podkarpackie Voivodeship is an open region for sport initiatives. Therefore,
I’m convinced that the Championships organized in the capital of Podkarpackie Voivodeship
will be interesting for the inhabitants of the region, who are going to support their favorite
teams.”
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Tadeusz Ferenc
MAYOR OF RZESZÓW CITY

„I believe that such a prestigious event, one of the biggest that had been organized in
Podkarpackie Province, will meet with a great interest of sport fans from our city and region.
Among many such sport tournaments organized in Rzeszów, supported by local
authorities, the European Universities Volleyball Championships play a significant role due to
the world success of Polish volleyball players including Asseco Resovia team.
I believe that the invitation of the Academic Club of the Academic Sports Association
of the University of Rzeszów will be welcomed by the best student’s teams from all over Europe.
I wish great matches and best results, and I hope that the tournaments will be a great
opportunity to discover new, future champions of volleyball.”
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Prof. dr hab. Sylwester Czopek
RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF RZESZÓW

„The whole society of the University of Rzeszów feels honoured that we can host the
best sportsmen in Europe. It will be an excellent example of carrying out the following
idea: mens sana in corpore Sano (“A sound mind in a sound body”).
We are convinced that all the participants of the Championships will feel well both in
the University of Rzeszów and in our city. We believe that the organizational process of the
European Universities Volleyball Championships will be a great example of cooperation
between local government, town hall and a private sector.”
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Prof. dr hab. Wojciech Czarny
DEAN OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION FACULTY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF RZESZÓW
PRESIDENT OF THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

„The information that the Academic Club of the Academic Sports Association of the
University of Rzeszów has been attributed the organization the European Universities
Volleyball Championships of women and men in 2017 in Rzeszów made us very proud.
As Dean of Physical Education Faculty of the University of Rzeszów and the employee
of the Faculty, I am really satisfied with the idea of promoting physical activity and fair play in
sport among academic societies. The interest in the Championships among students,
employees of the University as well as the inhabitants of Podkarpackie Region gives the
guarantee of success of the event. I believe that we’ll participate in a fascinating sports event,
and Rzeszów will charm foreign visitors with its attractions and hospitality.”
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Dr hab. inż. Grzegorz Masłowski, prof. PRz
POLITECHNIKA RZESZOWSKA IM. IGNACEGO ŁUKASIEWICZA

“The organization of the Volleyball European Universities Championships of women
and men in 2017 in Rzeszów is a great honour for our city as well as appreciation of its
perennial traditions and significant achievements in volleyball both in the national and
international arena. Rzeszów University of Technology declares help and cooperation with
Academic Club of Academic Sport Union at the University of Rzeszów, which is the main
organizer of the Championships. The use of potential of the whole academic society of Rzeszów
during the organization of the Championships will surely result in its integration as well as in
effective promotion of academic sport idea. I am convinced, that volleyball’s Rzeszów will rise
the challenge and the Volleyball European Universities Championships in 2017 will culminate
in a great success, which then translates to Seniors’ European Championships - Eurovolley
Poland 2017 that are held at the turn of August and September.”
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Jacek Kasprzyk
PRESIDENT OF POLISH VOLLEYBALL FEDERATION

„I received the information about attributing European Universities Volleyball
Championships of women and men to the Academic Club of the Academic Sports Association
of the University of Rzeszów with great satisfaction. This important event is one of the
activities aiming at popularization and promotion of volleyball, especially in the year of
organization of Senior’s CEV of Men (The European Volleyball Confederation , Confédération
Européenne de Volleyball) in Poland. Volleyball in Poland is extremely popular, and academic
society is one of the fundaments of the discipline. I’m convinced that Polish Volleyball, widely
known for its atmosphere, hospitality, and perfect organizational skills, will represent itself
with the same values during the European Universities Volleyball Championships, in the capital
of Podkarpackie Region which is in love with volleyball."
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Prof. dr hab. inż. Tadeusz Słomka
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OF THE ACADEMIC SPORTS ASSOCIATION

„On behalf of the Board of the Academic Sports Association I congratulate the
University of Rzeszów on the right to organize the European Universities Volleyball
Championships of women and men in 2017. The interest of academic sport in European
universities guarantees the participation of the best academic teams in the Championships.
I’m convinced that the arrival of so many participants from all over Europe will be a great
opportunity to promote not only the University, but also Rzeszów and the whole region. Every
sport event like this is also an opportunity to take up activities promoting sport and physical
activity in the society. I really believe the Championships will play that role among students.”
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Dr hab. prof. UR Emilian Zadarko
PRESIDENT OF THE ACADEMIC CLUB OF THE ACADEMIC SPORTS ASSOCIATION
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF RZESZÓW

„We received the decision about nominating by EUSA the Academic Club of the
Academic Sports Association of the University of Rzeszów as the organizer of the European
Universities Volleyball Championships of women and men in 2017 in Rzeszów with great
pleasure and delight. It is a great opportunity to present not only sports skills of the Club
players, but above all, to show our organizational potential as well as beautiful region.
I’m deeply convinced that, despite a wonderful sports spectacle, we will be the witnesses
of European integration between generations.”
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INFORMATION OF EUSA AS AN INSTITUTION
EUSA Institute is a non-profit non-governmental entity, created by EUSA for the
purposes of developing university sports, organizing sports events, carrying out sports
activities and projects and providing education in sports at the university level.

The main aim of EUSA Institute is to support development of university sport in
Slovenia and Europe. It carries out professional, technical and organizational tasks aimed at
providing education in sports at university level, partnering with European University Sports
Association (EUSA) and other organizations.

The Institute is a non-profit non-governmental organization, established for the
purposes of developing university sports, organizing sports events, carrying out sports
activities and projects and providing education in sports at the university level. To that end,
the Institute will also hold various seminars, workshops and other educational events and
activities in relation to sports and education for which its members will be appropriately
trained. In pursuit of its purpose, the Institute will collaborate with individuals, interest
groups, civil society, non-governmental organizations, natural persons and legal entities at the
local, national and international levels.
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UNIVERSITY OF RZESZÓW
UNIVERSITY OF RZESZÓW was established in 2001 through the merger of the
Pedagogical University of Rzeszow, the Maria Curie Skłodowska University, Lublin, Rzeszów
branch and the Economics Faculty of the Agricultural Academy of Cracow.

The University of Rzeszów successfully continues the policy of these Institutions, but
on wider range, with new facilities and courses. University's international cooperation is very
fruitful with educational Institutions both from West and East Europe. The University of
Rzeszów participates in the ERASMUS and CEEPUS Programmes and Foundations of Alexander
Humboldt, DAAD, NATO.
The University of Rzeszów
has its leading role in initiating and
keeping great and wide scientific,
social and cultural contacts with
neighboring

countries

and

our

partners

from

European

Community. Geo-cultural conditions
open many possibilities of cooperating through the structure of Carpathian Euro region
and it is still one of its priorities to keep international cooperation fluent and profitable.
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The University of Rzeszów
realizes student and teaching staff
mobility,

organizes

international

scientific conferences and meetings.
The researchers from UR take part in
research

trainings,

lectures

and

sessions with specialists from Poland
and Europe, concerning social, economic, cultural and scientific problems and issues. A lot of
faculties belong to the international associations and organizations as well as students, who
take part in conferences organized in different part of Europe in the framework of ELSA or
AEGEE.
University implements professional courses preparing students to modern labor
market, prepares teaching staff to modern education system, including education system of
European

countries

and

offers the education on
highest European level. The
University of Rzeszów has
some major plans for the
strategic developments that
continue academic policy
started in the past but,
what's

even

more

important, are long-terms
commitments. One of its main aims is to improve the picture of University of Rzeszów on the
international field and to become interesting academic centre for our international partners.
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The University would like to promote internationally-recognized scientific research and
learning skills. In this way it can enlarge the knowledge base, increase the level of know-how,
improve the quality of life and benefit the well-being of the community. Through its activities,
the University will invigorate the livelihood nationally and specially in West-Eastern Poland.
The University offers a variety of undergraduate and postgraduate programmes,
specialist

training,

supplementary

training,

and

adult

education.

The University of Rzeszow in numbers:












17,000 students
1,327 academic and teaching staff
11 faculties, 1 satellite campus institute
53 fields of study
the right to confer a PhD degree in 12
disciplines
the right to confer an Associate Professor
degree in 4 disciplines
31 grants amounting to PLN 1,5 million – 2016
35 filed patents and 300 partner universities from all around the world
70 types of postgraduate studies
92 scientific circles
6 dormitories
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CITY OF RZESZÓW
Rzeszów is the largest economic, academic, cultural and administrative centre in
south-eastern Poland. It serves as an important centre for aerospace, information technology,
chemical, trade and service industries.
The capital of Podkarpackie region has almost 220 thousand citizens. In terms of the
number of students Rzeszów is on the first place in the EU (with 353 students per 1000
inhabitants). The average age of the citizen of Rzeszów is 39, that is why the city is often
referred to as the city of young people.
Rzeszów is a place that is highly valued by its residents in terms of quality of life. They
openly acknowledge that it is a clean, safe and comfortable city, at the same time ensuring a
stable quality of life and rewards from opportunities for personal and professional
development.

RZESZÓW PEDESTRIAN ROUNDABOUT BRIDGE
Rzeszów pedestrian roundabout bridge is the only facility of its kind in Europe. In
addition to its innovative shape it is distinguished by the selection of finishing materials:
specially bent and tempered glass, glass lift shafts, exotic wood resistant to changing weather
conditions, and the
lighting around the
whole construction.
This unique facility
was built above the
intersection
Piłsudski

of
and

Grunwald streets –
one of the most
frequented places
on the main artery
of Rzeszów. Thanks to its location the footbridge is the perfect place to take in the panorama
of the city.
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LUBOMIRSKI CASTLE
Lubomirski Castle is one of the most characteristic historic buildings in Rzeszów. The
construction of the castle probably began at the end of the sixteenth century by the then
owner of Rzeszów - Nicholas Spytko Ligęza. Today it houses a Court.

RZESZÓW MULTIMEDIA FOUNTAIN
At the foot of the Castle the Rzeszów Multimedia Fountain is located. The main attractions of
the complex of fountains are the streams of water that dance to music and the water screen
created by mist, which displays film, laser and three-dimensional presentations. Next to the
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fountain there is an amphitheater, from which you can enjoy daily performances, which are a
combination of music, light and water.

MARKET SQUARE
The Centre of Rzeszów’s Old Town is the
Market Square which is in an irregular
quadrilateral shape. The current shape
of the Square and its surroundings
differs

slightly

from

the

original

appearance; it is significantly larger and
on the west side there are no buildings.
In the western part, today devoid of
buildings, stands the Town Hall and a stage at which numerous cultural events are held.

THE NARUTOWICZ BRIDGE
In 2013 a unique bridge was put into use in Rzeszów. It draws attention not so much with the
architectural design as with the colour. The Narutowicz Bridge is known to the inhabitants of
Rzeszów as the "Rainbow Bridge".
THE TADEUSZ MAZOWIECKI BRIDGE
In 2015 r. construction of the second-highest bridge in Poland was finished. Pylon of Tadeusz
Mazowiecki bridge has a height of 108.5 m and 480 m length.
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BERNARDINE GARDENS
Bernardine gardens are located near Bernardine Monaster. Gardens by name and location
refer to those that were here before the war. Investment consists of two parts. Public gardens
in the Italian style and an underground parking lot under the gardens.
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AZS ASSOCIATION
The University Sports Association is the biggest sports students organization in Poland,
that exists from the beginning of the 20th century. The AZS as the association was established
in 1909 in Krakow and from there spread to all academic centers across the country. At present
the AZS has more than 42 000 members, associated in
more than 250 clubs, that trains in about 3 000 sections.
The AZS is based on a Statue, which includes our main
purposes such as: promotion of volunteering, national
identify

and

European

integration,

actions

for

handicapped and against pathologies or addictions. One of
the most important aspects of the association interests is

a common sport. Since more than
50

years

Academic

the

AZS

organize

Championships

of

Poland (AMP), which promote
sport among students. The best of
them receive their opportunities
to compete in European Championships. AMP at present gathers over 150 collages, more than
40 disciplines and close to 80 nationwide tournaments, with over 15 000 students.
Representatives of AZS are members of the EUSA and FISU authorities. Since 2012
Adam Roczek is the president of EUSA. Marian Dymalski was a member of EC FISU. Since 2015
he is vice-president of FISU.
The AZS is the people, the atmosphere, fun and sport, a way of activity and a chance
for staying young for whole life.
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COMPETITION DATES
24th June

25th June

26th June

27th June

28th June

Competition
Group Qualification
Training session

Competition
Group Qualification
Training session

Competition
Group Qualification
Training sesion

Training session
Arrival
Training session
SCAC meeting
6 pm, Rzeszów Hotel

29th June
Recovery Day
Sightseeing

General
Technical Meeting
5 pm, Hotel Rzeszow
Opening Ceremony
8 pm, Podpromie City
Sport Hall

30th June

1st July

Competition
Training session

Competition
Training session

Training session

2nd July

3th July

Final day
of Competition

Departures

Award Ceremony

LIST OF TEAMS PER GENDER (UNIVERSITY, COUNTRY)
Team Men

Country

1. University of Bern

Switzerland

2. University of Gießen

Germany

3. University of Jyvaskyla

Finland

4. University Toulouse III - Paul Sabatier

France

5. University of Bologna

Italy

6. University of Rzeszow

Poland

7. Poznan University of Technology

Poland

8. Polytechnic Institute of Porto

Portugal

9. University of Nis

Republic of Serbia

10. Bauman Moscow State Technical University Russia
11. Istanbul Aydin University

Turkey

12. Hogeschool PXL

Belgium
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Team Women

Country

1. Technical University of Dresden

Germany

2. University of Helsinki

Finland

3. University of Bordeaux

France

4. The Zinman College of Physical Education
and Sport Sciences at the Wingate Institute

Israel

5. Eindhoven University of Technlogy

Netherland

6. University of Bergen

Norway

7. University of Rzeszów

Poland

8. University of Minho

Portugal

9. University “Vasile Alecsandri” of Bacau

Romania

LIST OF REFEREES COMMISSION NAMES (NAME, COUNTRY)
Country

University

Sport

1. Switzerlan

d

Full Name
Francisco

University Of Bern

Volleyball Men

Droguett

2. Germany

University Of Gießen

Volleyball Men

Torben Freund

3. Finland

University Of Jyvaskyla

Volleyball Men

Tommi Isotalo

4. France

University Toulouse Iii - Paul Sabatier

Volleyball Men

Corenin Mege

5. Poland

Poznan University of Technology

Volleyball Men

Bartłomiej Świst

6. Poland

University of Rzeszów

Volleyball Men

Lesław Kapłon

7. Russia

Bauman Moscow State Technical University Volleyball Men

Anton Shishkin

8. Germany

Technical University Of Dresden

Volleyball Women Torsten Borchardt

9. France

University of Bordeaux

Volleyball Women Arthur Thomasset

10. Romania

University “Vasile Alecsandri” of Bacau

Volleyball Women Marian Ionescu

11. Poland

Univeristy of Rzeszów

Volleyball Women Justyna Gąbka

12. Netherland

Eindhoven University of Technlogy

Volleyball Women Suleyman Yalcin

13. Norway

University of Bergen

Volleyball Women

14. Finland

University of Helsinki

Volleyball Women Juha Puskala

Thomas Andrè
Transeth
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SPORT VENUES
Competition playing indoor grounds - 4 in accordance to FIVB regulations
1. City sport hall "PODPROMIE" 4304 spectators. Main court of EUVC Rzeszów 2017. Wi-Fi
is available in the sport facility.
Outside

Inside

2. Small sport hall "PODPROMIE" 400 spectators. Wi-Fi is available in the sport facility.
23

3. Old city sport hall "ROSiR" 674 spectators.

4. SMS Volleyball School Rzeszów 480 spectators. Wi-Fi is available in the hall.
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LIST OF SCAC MEMBERS
Name

Position

e-mail – address

Phone number

1

Hovhannes Gabrielian

EUSA EC, SCAC Chair

hovhgabrielyan@gmail.com

+48572362283

2

Jöerg Förster

EUSA TD

td.volleyball@eusa.eu

+48517913651

3

Lars Rydland

EUSA TD Assistant

larsr1904@gmail.com

+48573406285

5

Korpak Bartłomiej

NUSA representative

bartek.korpak@azs.pl

6

Gabriel Bobula

OC representative

gbobula@wp.pl

+48789 299 272
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LIST OF NAME OF RESPONSIBLE PERSONS OF OC
Photo

Name

Position

e-mail – address

Phone number

Czarny Wojciech

President

wojciechczarny@wp.pl

Bajorek Wojciech

Vice – president /
Financial Manager

woyto@hoga.pl

+48517913603

Grzywacz Renata

Executive Manager

renatag@ur.edu.pl

+48789299834

Zadarko Emilian

Honorary Committee

bzidar@interia.pl

Pado Katarzyna

Secretary General

katarzyna.wielgos@urz.
pl

Król Paweł

Promotion and
Advertisement
(Marketing) Manager

krolpawel1@poczta.on
et.pl

Rzeszutko – Polak
Agata

Promotion and
Advertisement
(Marketing) Manager

arz1985@interia.pl

Bobula Gabriel

Sports Manager / Sport
Venues Manager

gbobula@wp.pl

+48516198791

+48789299272
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Polak Ewa

Volunteer Manager

ewpol@ur.edu.pl

Nizioł Anna

Accommodation
Manager / Catering
Manager

an.ni@wp.pl

Nizioł Edyta

Honorary Committee

edyta.niziol@gmail.com

Pezdan – Śliż Iwona

Opening, Closing and
Awards Ceremonies
Manager

ipezdan@ur.edu.pl

Przydział Marta

Opening, Closing and
Awards Ceremonies
Manager

mprzydzial@ur.edu.pl

Niewczas Marta

Protocol and VIP’s Guest
Manager

martaniewczas@wp.pl

Śliż Maciej

Accreditation Manager

macieksliz1983@wp.pl

Robert Bąk

Website Administrator

robo@interia.pl

+48517913761
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Szymczyk Daniel

Physiotherapy

dszymczyk@ur.edu.pl

Kapłon Lesław

Referee Manager

kaplonl@op.pl

Żegleń Patrycja

Social and Cultural
Events Manager

pzeglen@ur.edu.pl

Reczek Jarosław

Social and Cultural
Events Manager

jaroslaw.reczek@gmail.
com/
j.reczek@gmail.com

Stawarz Paweł

Security and Safety
Manager

pawel.stawarz@urz.pl

Herbert Jarosław

Arrival/Departure Pickup Points Manager and
Transportation Manager

herbertjarek@onet.eu

Matłosz Piotr

Arrival/Departure Pickup Points Manager and
Transportation Manager

piotr.matlosz@gmail.co
m

Mokrzycki Mateusz

Medical Manager

matt.mokrzycki@gmail.
com
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Piech Joanna

Sports Manager

joanna.piech1@interia.
pl

Młyńczak Dorota

Księgowość

dorota.mlynczak@gmai
l.com

Info desk:
1
2
3

Skiba Dorota
Piekarz Karolina
Klaudia Sibiga

Hotel Rzeszów
Podpromie
Podpromie

+48573406282
+48517651215
+48517651215

Note: System of information to participants (EUVC Website, EUVC Facebook Official
Fanpage, charts in the lobby, info desk at sports arenas, service numbers of OC).
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DRAFT AGENDA FOR GENERAL TECHNICAL MEETING
Date: 25th June 2017
Place: Hotel Rzeszow
Time: 5 p.m.
Participants: the SCAC, the CTC, the NSF/ESF/ISF representative, the OC, the HoDs and
Coaches (maximum 2 people per delegation), the NUSA representative, referees.
Agenda:
 Organizational part – by OC representative
 Technical part – by Technical Delegate
 The Draw of EUC Volleyball 2017.

DRAW RULES DURING GENERAL TECHNICAL MEETING









The Main Draw will be held during General Technical Meeting at Sunday 25 June
Names of the participating teams will be put in the “non-transparent balls” in advance.
The opening of the balls will be done transparently.
Host Country University team will receive seed #1 (Pool A).
1st places in group B-C-D will be drawn first between the 3 highest ranked teams according to
EUSA ranking
The same country teams shall never be placed in the same group. If that situation appears,
team draw will be repeating until they are in a different group. (If it is possible).
The draw procedure cannot be repeated, unless a mistake is done, and this is approved by
the TD.
The results of the draw will be delivered to participating teams after the GTM.

MAIN DRAW PROCEDURE
Four pools – A, B, C, D; twelve teams – 12 x name of team. Three seeds in each group – A1 (host
city), A2, A3, , B1, B2, B3, C1, C2, C3, D1, D2, D3. Two baskets – one for teams, second for group
seeds
 First drawing
o group seeds (B1, C1, D1), 3 highest ranked teams according to EUSA ranking, draw
only team, seeds in sequence (B1, C1, D1).
 Second drawing
o remaining group seeds (B2,B3, C2,C3, D2,D3); at first draw group, then team
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VOLLEYBALL COMPETITION DRAFT SCHEDULE

Saturday

24th June

Sunday

25th June

6 pm

5.00 pm
8.00 pm

Monday

26th June

Tuesday

27th June

Wednesday

28th June

Thursday

29th June

Friday

Saturday

SCAC meeting
Training session
Teams arrival,
Accreditation,
Training session
General
Technical Meeting
Drawing Procedures
Opening Ceremony

Rzeszów Hotel

Rzeszów Hotel
“PODPROMIE”
City Sport Hall

Competition
Group Qualification
(Matches – Preliminary
rounds)
Training session
Competition
Group Qualification
(Matches – Preliminary
rounds)
Training sessions
Competition
Group Qualification
(Matches – Preliminary
rounds)
Training sessions
Recovery Day
Sightseeing
Training sessions
Competition
(Matches –
Quarterfinals)

30th June

Training sessions
Competition
(Matches – Semifinals)

1st July

Training sessions

Sunday

2nd July

Monday

3nd July

Final day
of Competition
(Matches – Finals)
7.00 pm

Award Ceremony
Departures
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MATCH SCHEDULE EUVC RZESZOW 2017*
Men will play preliminary round in 4 group round by robin system. Two best teams each group
will play knock-out system to find a champion. Third places in each group will create group E playing
robin system for places 9-12.
Women will play preliminary round in 3 group by robin system. Semifinals women for the
teams placed 1 added with the best placed 2nd team from first round. In the semifinal the best placed
2nd will not be playing against its opposite from the first round. SCAC will make an conditioned draw
between the 1st placed teams from the other first round. Teams will have an additional day off
between semifinals and finals. Teams from second and third places in groups (except best second
team) will play for places 5-9 by creating pool D. Matches from the preliminary round will not be played
the second time, but result from group play counts for ranking. Teams will be named D1-D2-D3-D4-D5
as follows:
Setting for the playing places 5-9
Second best team on place two in pool play
Third best team on place two in pool play
Best team on place three in pool play
Second best team on place three in pool play
Third best team on place three in pool play

Name
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5

To avoid playing two matches in one day few teams will have to play in official recovery day. But
according the schedule they will be having other free day.
Schedule example for matches in the group "D"
Date
Court 1
Court 2
29th
D5-2ndA
3rdA-3rdB
30th
D5-3rdA
2ndA-2ndB
01st
D5-2ndB
2ndA-3rdB
02nd
D5-3rdB
2ndB-3rdA

Group Qualifications
Monday 26.06.2017
Time

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie 2

9.30

MW1

Woman B2 – B3

12.30

MW2

Woman A2 – A3

MM1

Men B2 – B3

15.00

MW3

Woman C2 – C3

MM2

Men A2 – A3

17.30

MM3

Men D2 – D3

MM4

Men C2 – C3

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie 2

Tuesday 27.06.2017
Time

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie

9.30

MM5

Men D1 – D2

12.30

MM6

Men B1 – B2

MW4

Woman C1 – C2

15.00

MM7

Men C1 – C2

MW5

Woman A1 – A2

17.30

MM8

Men A1 – A2

MW6

Woman B1 – B2
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Wednesday 28.06.2017
Time

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie 2

9.30

MM9

Men B3 – B1

12.30

MM10

Men C3 – C1

MW7

Woman C3 – C1

15.00
17.30

MM11

Men D3 – D1

MW8

Woman A3 – A1

MM12

Men A3 – A1

MW9

Woman B3 – B1

Thursday 29.06.2017
Recovery Day
Time

Match

10.00

MW10

Sport Arena Podpromie
Group E Women
D5–2ndA

Match
MW11

Sport Arena Podpromie 2
Group D Women
3rdA–3rdB

Quaterfinals
Friday 30.06.2017
Sport Arena Podpromie
Match
Match
2

Sport Arena
Podpromie
½ Women
Group E
9.30 MW12
GW 1** – Best
MM13
Men A3 – D3
2nd***
½ Women
Group E
12.30 MW14
MM14
GW 2** – GW 3**
Men C3 – B3
¼ Men
¼ Men
15.00 MM15
MM16
1stA – 2ndC
1stB – 2ndD
¼ Men
¼ Men
17.30 MM17
MM18
2ndA – 1stC
2ndB – 1stD
**GW – Group Winner. Matches No. W12 and W14 will be drawn by
SCAC.
*** The best team which take second place in preliminary round
Time Match

Sport Hall ROSIR
Pułaskiego

MW13

Group D Women
D5–3rdA

MW15

Group D Women
2ndA–2ndB

Semifinals
Saturday 01.07.2017
Time

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie

Match

Sport Arena Podpromie 2

9.30

MM20

5-8 Men L15 – L16

MW16

Women D5 -2ndB

12.30

MM23

5-8 Men L17 – L18

MW17

Women 2ndA-3rdB

15.00

MM19

½ Men W15 – W16

MM21

Men A3 – B3

17.30

MM22

½ Men W17 – W18

MM24

Men C3 – D3
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Finals
Time

Match

9.30

MM25

12.00

MW19

Sunday 02.07.2017
Sport Arena
Sport Arena
Match
Podpromie
Podpromie 2
3rd Men L19 – L22
MM26
Men A3 – C3
3rd Woman L12 – L14

MM27

7th Men L20 – L23
th

14.00

Match
MW18

MW20 Women 2ndB-3rdA

MM28 5 Men W20 – W23 MM29

15.00

MW21

17.00

MM30

Sport Hall
ROSIR Pułaskiego
Women D5-3rdB
Men B3 – D3

Final
Woman W12 – W14
Final
Men W19 – W22

*Tournament structure can be modified by organizing committee due to change of team
numbers in tournament.

OFFICIAL MATCH PROTOCOL EUC Volleyball 2017
WITHOUT PLAYING OF NATIONAL ANTHEMS
Time
1:30:00
Before the
1st service
1:15:00
Before the
1st service
1:00:00
Before the
1st service

Referees ‘action

Team´s action

Referees Shuttle start at the
accommodation
Competitors Shuttle start at the
accommodation
Possibility to warm up on the playing area
Possibility to warm up on the playing area

00:40:00
Before the
1st service

Referees check:
 The game balls,
 Substitution paddles,
 score sheet.
 All other necessary equipment,
i.e. buzzer,

00:30:00
Before the
1st service

Referees check:
 Height and tension of the net.
 Position of antennae and side
markings
 Accreditation Cards and team list
.
The two Referees’ report to the area in
front of the scorer's table:

00:20:00
Before the
1st service

The First Referee blows his whistle to call
the Team Captains.
The toss of the coin follows and the First
Referee informs the Scorer of the result.

Attaché or any official of the team:
 fills out the team list in
alphabetical order
 and add the accreditation cards in
alphabetical order of players and
officials
Possibility to warm up on the playing area
Teams wear the official playing uniforms.
Both Team Captains’ report to the area in
front of the scorer's table.
After the Toss:
 Team Captains and Coaches sign
the Score Sheet.
 Teams go to their respective
benches and bring in any
equipment, which they place
behind the team benches.
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00:18:00
Before the
1st service

00:18:00
Before the
1st service

The First Referee blows his whistle to signal
the start of Official Warm-Up.
 5 minutes minimum for each team
or
10 minutes together.
The Referees:
 Check the game balls, official
playing uniforms, etc...
 Give any necessary instructions to
Line Judges, Ball Retrievers,
Moppers and Scorers.
The Second Referee must:
 Ensure that the Coach or the
Assistant Coach of each team
submits an original and two copies
of the line-up sheet for the first
set.

The Teams:
 Start to warm-up at the net.
 Must wear their playing uniform
for the official warm-up.

The Coach or the Assistant Coach of each
team gives the line-up sheets for the first set
to the Second Referee

Submit the line-up sheet to:
 The Scorer, who records the
starting six of each team on the
score sheet.
00:08:00
Before the
1st service

The First Referee blows his whistle to
indicate the end of the warm-up of the
teams.

At the First Referee's whistle, teams must
stop warming up and immediately return to
their own bench.
If players need to change their jerseys, they
must leave the playing court area and
return immediately.
All team members must wear their match
uniforms and stand at the bench.

00:06:00
Before the
1st service

00:05:00
Before the
1st service

First Referee whistles
 the 12 Players of each Team together with Referees, Line Judges, (Children if
there are) enter the court,
 lining up laterally in the middle of the court, facing the main TV camera /
Spectators Tribune
Both Referees stand laterally in the middle
Both teams stand laterally in the middle of
of the court, perpendicular and close to the the court, perpendicular to the net, outside
net, facing the main TV camera /
the front zone, facing the main TV camera /
Spectators Tribune.
Spectators Tribune.

After the announcement of the match and
of the participants by the speaker:
 The First Referee whistles.
 The Referees return to the
scorers' table.

After the announcement of the match and
of the participants by the speaker, first
referee whistles:
 (The accompanying Children leave
the court).
 The players of the two teams
shake hands and return to their
respective benches.
 The Coach, Assistant Coach,
Doctor, Trainer, Players and the
Libero sit on or stay close to the
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00:03:30
Before the
1st service

Both Referees march to the middle of the
court, close to the net, facing the main TV
camera / Spectators Tribune
After introduction by the speaker they
shake hands and
 the First Referee goes to the referee's
stand and
 the Second Referee goes to the front of
scorer's table.
Just after presentation of the teams…

00:00:00
Before the
1st service

bench for the individual
presentation
After the presenting of the Referees…
… the Players of the visiting team enter the
court at the announcement of their
names.
The Coach stands up, raising his hands
when his name is announced.
Afterwards, the host team will be treated
likewise.
Both teams are ready to start the match.

The Second Referee:
 Distributes two match balls to the Ball
Retrievers No. 2 & 5.
 Checks the players' standing position,
comparing them with those on their
respective line-up sheet.
 Asks the Scorer if he has also finished
checking and is ready to start.
 Gives the ball to the server.
The First Referee blows the whistle
authorizing the first service, within the
scheduled time.
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TEAMLIST EUC VOLLEYBALL 2017
Name of the team

Country Code

Hosting city / Country

Match number Date

Rzeszów / Poland
Func.
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Player
Coach
Acoach
Physio
Doctor

No

Last Name

First Name

COA
ACOA
PHY
DOC

Just the above mentioned team members are allowed to sit on the bench / be in the court. Doctors have to prove their status.

Signatures
Head of Delegation (if present)

Coach
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Training sessions Teams can have training session in the following two sport venues:
University of Rzeszow (three different placed grounds) and Rzeszow University of
Technology Sport Center (three grounds in one place). Training playing grounds are indoor.

Balls for practice will be provided by host (provided balls could be different model or produce
company, if team want to use own balls there is such a possibility). Teams will have to book
training session with at least 24 hours advance. Training sessions last max 90 minutes. For
reservation it is necessary to put a name of team in the schedule (example attached below) in
hotel office till the end of the dinner.

1. University of Rzeszów Sport Halls 3 playing grounds

Ground 1

University of
Rzeszów

Sport Hall

Hoffmanowej
Street 25

Ground 2

University of
Rzeszów

Sport Hall

Kasprowicza
Street 1

Ground 3

University of
Rzeszów

Sport Hall

Ćwiklińskiej
Street 2
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2. Rzeszow University of Technology Sport Center 3 playing grounds

Ground 1

Technology
Sport Center

Sport Hall
– Court A

Poznańska
Street 2a

Ground 2

Technology
Sport Center

Sport Hall
– Court B

Poznańska
Street 2a

Ground 3

Technology
Sport Center

Sport Hall
– Court C

Poznańska
Street 2a
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EUVC Rzeszow 2017 Training Session Schedule
Date: ________________________
Start Time
of Practice

University of
Rzeszów
Sport Hall
Hoffmanowej
Street 25

University of
Rzeszów
Sport Hall
Kasprowicza Street
1

University of
Rzeszów
Sport Hall
Ćwiklińskiej Street
2

Technology Sport
Technology Sport
Technology Sport
Center
Center
Center
Sport Hall – Court A Sport Hall – Court B Sport Hall – Court C
Poznańska Street
Poznańska Street
Poznańska Street
2a
2a
2a

8.00 am
9.30 am
11.00 am
0.30 pm
2.00 pm
3.30 pm
5.00 pm
6.30 pm
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EQUIPMENT
Official Match Ball EUVC Rzeszow 2017 - Molten V5M5000

Training Ball EUVC Rzeszow 2017 – Molten V5M5000, Molten V5M4000, Molten V5M4500,
Mikasa MVA200 CEV, Mikasa MVA300,

AWARDS
Gold, Silver and Bronze medals will be awarded to the first three successful teams. The
first three teams will be awarded with a cup. Every team will be awarded with a plate. All the
athletes and officials will receive a Diploma of Participation.
Other Awards: Most Valuable Player, Best Libero, Best Setter, Best Blocker, Best
Outside Spiker, Best Service Player, Best Outside Hitter.

CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
All volleyball results will be online on:


website http://volleyball2017.eusa.eu



website live scoring http://furkisport.hr/eusa/index.php



Facebook fanpage https://www.facebook.com/eusavolleyball2017

Note: Team is trained on the FUKRI System to collect and communicate results and data.
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ACCOMODATION
Accommodation for the Participants of the EUSA as follows:
I.
II.

Rzeszów Hotel**** - Teams and Coaches
Forum Hotel *** - Referees

CATERING
Hotel Rzeszów - Catering „Banquet Room” It is an integral part of Rzeszów Hotel****
Location: in the city center, close to the shopping gallery, to the railway station, to the bus
stop, to the sports arena and training halls.

Meals: Breakfast: 06:30-10:00 Lunch: 12:00-16:00 Dinner: 18:00-21:00 Meals will be served in
the form of buffet in accordance with the EUVC schedule.

Hotel Forum*** Catering Restaurant
Location: in the city center, close to the shopping gallery, to the bus stop, to the sports arena
and training halls. With its own entrance on Lisa Kuli Street, this stylish and contemporary bar
offers delicious menu, served throughout the day. Located on the first floor and open from
6:30 a.m. till 11:00 p.m., guests and non-residents can enjoy a delectable selection of Polish
cuisine.

Meals: Breakfast: 06:30-10:00 Lunch: 12:00-16:00 Dinner: 18:00-21:00 in Rzeszów Hotel Meals
will be served in the form of buffet in accordance with the EUVC schedule.
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BRIEF RULES OF BEHAVIOUR IN ACCOMODATION
HOTEL RZESZÓW / HOTEL FORUM
Hotel Regulations
The Hotel Administration will appreciate your cooperation in observing these regulations that are to serve the
assurance the quiet and safe stay of our guest.
§ 1 THE SUBJECT OF THE REGULATIONS
1. Regulations sets down the rules for the provision of services, responsibility and staying within Hotel Rzeszów
and is an integral part of the contract, comes to the conclusion through by signing a registration card. By
performing out activities referred to in the preceding sentence Guest confirm that have read and accept the
Terms and Conditions.
2. Regulations applies to all guests staying within the Hotel Rzeszów.
3. Regulations are available at the front desk in the main lobby of the Hotel, as well as in each room (informant).
4. Ambassador of the guest's stay is Hotel Desk, tel. int. 1010 or 1011.
§ 2 HOTEL NIGHT
1. A room in a hotel is booked for check in-times (a day).
2. The check-in time in a hotel starts after 14:00 (2 p.m.) at the day of arrival and finishes at 12:00 the next day.
3. The wish of a longer stay should be given in the reception immediately.
4. The hotel administration will take into consideration the wish of stay period extension as there are
possibilities for that.
5. Guest for an extra charge in the case of non-fulfillment of the conditions laid down in §2 act 3 & 4
may extend the hotel's night. Renewal fee for hotel nights are as follows:
• day extension of the hotel until 16:00 subject to a fee 120 PLN,
• day extension of the hotel until 20:00 subject to a fee 200 PLN,
• day extension of the hotel after 20:00 subject to the fee the hotel's night.
§ 3 BOOKING AND REPORT
1. Check-in base Guest is to present in the Reception desk ID card with photo and by signing a registration card.
2. A hotel guest cannot give the room to other people, even if the stay period has not finished yet.
3. Visitors, not registered in a hotel can stay in a hotel room from 8:00 a.m. to 22:00 p.m.
4. The Hotel Administration can refuse the acceptance of the guest who severely violated regulation at the
previous stay, doing damage to the hotel property, other guests property, hotel staff or other people staying in
the building.
5. In case of no room cancellation deadline until 18:00on the day of arrival or in case of no arrival at the
scheduled time guest at the hotel, the reception will charged guest for the hotel's first day.
6. In case of cancellation of a residence during the day, Hotel does not pay the fee for a particular hotels day.
7. Any visitor from abroad is required to pay in advance of the first day at the hotel check in procedure at the
reception.
§ 4 SERVICES AND OTHER SERVICES
1. The Hotel Administration provides services according to its category and standard.
2. In case of any claims concerning the service quality, a quest is asked to inform about it at the reception desk,
it will allow the hotel service for the immediate reaction and to improve the standard of services.
3. The Hotel Administration is obliged to provide:
• conditions for full and unfettered leisure,
• safety of the stay including the confidential information about a guest,
• the professional and polite service within all matters concerning the hotel,
•room cleaning and repairs of all appliances while guest absence, and while guest presence only if he/she agrees
for that,
• technically efficient service; in the case of defects that cannot be removed immediately, the hotel will
endeavor to replace possibly room or otherwise mitigate the inconvenience.
4. In addition to guest request a hotel provides the following services free of charge:
•information concerning the stay and journey,
•waking up at the designated hour,
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•keeping

money or valuable things in a deposit at reception while staying in a hotel,
luggage of a quest while his/her stay.
5. At the request of a guest staying in a Hotel with young children into the room is inserted free bed and bathtub.
§ 5 GUEST RESPONSIBILITY
1. In the Hotel area children aged under 12 years should be under constant supervision of legal guardian . Legal
guardians will bear liability for any damage to the furnishing sand technical equipment as a result of children.
2. A hotel guest is materially responsible for any damages, breakdowns of the things and technical appliances
in a hotel that come from the guest fault or visiting people fault.
3. In the event of a breach of the provisions of the Rules the hotel may refuse to provide services to a person
who is latest them.
4. A guest for safety reasons should turn off the TV and radio, turn off the lights, close the taps and check the
windows/doors each time leaving the hotel.
5. The Hotel is not responsible for any damage or loss of a car or other vehicle belonging to the Guest, objects
left in as well as live animals, regardless of whether the vehicles were parked on the parking lot or parking in
front of the hotel.
§6 HOTEL RESPONSIBILITY
1. The Hotel Administration is responsible for loosing, damaging of the things belonging to the people using the
services within the scope of the provisions of the Civil Code.
2. A guest should inform the reception desk immediately after damage.
3. Hotel is responsible for the loss or damage to money, securities, valuables or objects having scientific or
artistic value only if these items will be delivered to the store to deposit Reception.
4. The hotel reserves the right to refuse to accept for the hotel deposit items of high value, large sums of money,
items and objects that threaten the safety as well as large-size things, higher than the store in the hotel deposit.
5. Hotel is not responsible for damage or loss of a car or other vehicle belonging to the guest, objects left in him
and live animals, regardless of whether the vehicles were parked in the parking lot or parking in front of the
hotel.
§ 7 RETURN OF LEFT THINGS
1. The personal use goods left by the guest leaving the hotel room will be sent to the guest address at his/her
expense . In case of not having such order, the hotel administration will keep these things through 3 months
after which time these items are the property of the hotel. Because of its properties will be stored food for 24
hours.
§8 CURFEW
1. There is need of the respecting of the night time from 22:00 to 6:00 of the next day.
§9 COMPLAINTS
1. Guests have the right to file a complaint of services in case of noticing shortcoming, in the quality provided.
2. A reception is accepting all customer complaints
3. Complaint should be filed immediately after noticing irregularities in the standard of service.
§10 ADDITIONAL DECISIONS
1. For an additional fee the hotel accepts pets in some rooms, but the owner of the animal is required to carry
it on a leash in the hotel, and remove any dirt left behind by the animal.
2. A total ban of the smoking is applicable in a hotel and his immediate surroundings apart from appointed
rooms. Please be informed that a cleaning fee of 100 EUR shall be charged for smoking in non-smoking room.
3. In the hotel accommodation it is not possible to store dangerous goods, the weapon and the ammunition,
flammable, explosive materials or illumination.
4. Guest consent to processing and storage of personal data in accordance with the law of personal data
protection (j.t Dz. U. z 2002r. Nr. 101 poz. 926; ze zm.) by Konsorcjum 2 sp. z o.o., Piłsudskiego Street 44, 35001 Rzeszów, to needs of the stay at the Hotel, use the guest from other services provided by hotel. Guest is
entitled to display his/her personal data and to correct them. It is prohibited to canvassing in the Hotel and the
hawking, as well as risky activity.
5. Guests will not cause and the hotel will not allow for causing the exaggerated noise in the hotel getting out
of unpleasant smells from the hotel room neither in other way disturbed, harmed, whether irritated remaining
guests of the hotel.
6. Apart from slight moving furniture and the equipment, not-disturbing their functionalities and safeties of
using, Guests are not allowed to cause any changes in the hotel accommodation.
•keeping
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APPENDIX 1 TO THE HOTEL RZESZÓW REGULATIONS

LIST OF THINGS MOVING IN THE ROOM
Desk
Kettle
Toilet seat
Door
Curtains
Chair
Shower
Cover
Quilt (big)
Quilt (small)
Basket
Chair
Desk lamp
Floor lamp
Large bathroom mirror
Wall painting-room
Ceiling painting-room, bathroom
Mattress
Picture
TV remote control
Pad (large, small)
Pillowcase
Duvet cover (large)
Duvet cover (small)
Pouffe
Towel (large)
Towel (medium)
Towel (small)
Showerhead
Sofa
Mobile table
Dryer
Bedside cabinet
Phone
TV
Replacement of carpet
Hangings
Basket

PRICE IN PLN
3000.00
600.00
400.00
3000.00
700.00
2500.00
3000.00
300.00
400.00
300.00
200.00
2000.00
400.00
1100.00
1100.00
1400.00
800.00
4000.00
4500.00
100.00
100.00
80.00
350.00
250.00
1200.00
250.00
200.00
150.00
500.00
5000.00
1000.00
500.00
1000.00
500.00
4000.00
3000.00
1500.00
80.00
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RZESZÓW HOTEL INFORMATION FROM A TO Z
There is a possibility of a temporary luggage or packages
keeping. Please, contact the reception desk
Please use a TV to programme waking up or contact with the
WAKING UP
Reception Desk.
You can check in at a hotel from 14:00 (2 p.m.) and the checkout
HOTEL DAY /CHECK should be done till 12:00 (noon) of the next day. In order to extend
IN/OUT TIME
the stay or quick de-registering you should contact the Reception
Desk.
FAX
The main fax for guests is in the Reception Desk.
FITNESS
lt is at the „2" floor/level and is only for the hotel guests
Please keep all valuable things in a deposit at the Reception Desk or
VALUABLES
room safe, closed at the individual code of a guest.
ICE
If necessary please contact the Reception Desk or a restaurant.
Hotel Security works 24 hours, seven days a week. Please close the
HOTEL SECURITY
door at the lock while staying in a room
CAR PARK
The car park is situated at the entrance of to the Hotel
You can send and receive the correspondence via the Hotel
POST
Reception Desk
HELP WITH THE
To order that service please contact the Reception Desk
LUGGAGE
RADIO
Available via TV set
Personal safe is installed in each room. The Hotel Administration is
SAFE
not responsible for the valuables left there without care.
Bigger things can be left in the deposit at the Reception Desk
CREDIT CARDS
We accept MasterCard/VlSA credit cards
Reception desk - 1010, 1011, Restaurant - 1015 Concierge - 1010,
1011, Room service - 1015 Fitness - 1856, Spa institute - 1855
TELEPHONE
To connect with other rooms: from 5 to 9 floors Please add 3 before
nr. room, for example, room 501 - select 3501.
Floor 10 select 11 and and the last two digits.
Emergency exits are on each floor and are marked with green
EMERGENCY EXIT
captions.
LUGGAGE

Beverages during competition will be provided by Organizers.
Garbage handling will be provided by cleaning staff of each sport halls.

TRANSPORTATION
Shuttle bus services - All accredited participant to the event can freely use the public transport
service with the accreditation card.
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RELATED SERVICE
Medical and physiotherapy cover for all accredited participant.

WERON
About Us
Address: ul.Hoffmanowej 21/2 35-016 Rzeszów | Tel: 17 855 46 48
Our website: www.weron.pl
The Weron company exists on the polish market 10 years now. Over the years we have earned a
leadership in distribution of products and accessories of sports medicine. Among others, our
company offers the following products:






modern regeneration equipment
rehabilitation equipment
protective gears
dietary supplements
nutrition

We supply products for professionals as well as amateurs. Therefore, among thousands of individual
clients, we have earned the trust of over 250 clubs and sport organizations. Among them you will
find Polish Football Association, Polish Handball Federation, Asseco Resovia Rzeszów, Vive Targi
Kielce, Ślęza Wrocław and Legia Warsaw.
We invest only in high quality products with proven effectiveness. Among our offers you will find
brands like: Shock Doctor, McDavid, Nathan, Beet It, AMSPORT, Recovery Pump Elyth and Dream
Tape.
Our varied assortment allows us to offer our clients packages of products perfectly adjusted to meet
their needs based on their financial abilities.
Regardless of whether our client is an individual athlete, local group or club tycoon- our experts offer
products carefully adjusted to meet individual needs.
Sports are our passion so all actions we take are accompanied by enormous engagement from us. By
preparing world-class athletic products, we want to become part of your success.

OTHER RELATED ACTIVITIES
Accreditation office / Info desk
The accreditation office is located in Hotel Rzeszow (8 a.m. – 8 p.m.) and at the Podpromie
sport hall (9 a.m. – 6 p.m.)
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VOLUNTEERS
In the Sport Venues and in the accommodation sites there will be volunteers at Teams’
disposal.
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PARTNERS

MEDIA PARTNERS

TECHNICAL PARTNERS
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TECHNOLOGICAL PARTNER

SPONSORS
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CEREMONIES
EUSA Opening Ceremony (25. 06. 2017)
8 p.m - beginning of the EUSA Opening Ceremony, venue: „Podpromie” - Regional Sport and
Spectacular Centre (RSSC)
8 p.m. – 8.10 p.m. - march of sportsmen and authorities - music marching by Band of Rzeszów
(teams have plates with the name of their country and University, march of countries in an
alphabetical order, host team goes as the last one) – main square of the RSSC (flags of
countries and universities)
8.10 p.m. – 8.13 p.m. - greeting the authorities of Rzeszów city and the University of Rzeszów,
greeting the EUSA representatives (made by moderator)
8.13 p.m. – 8.15 p.m. - Polish anthem performed by the Chorus of the University of Rzeszów and the
Orchestra of Rzeszów, hoisting the Flag of Poland on the flagpole
8.15 p.m. – 8.18 p.m. - introductory speech of the President of the Organizational Committee
8.18 p.m. – 8.21 p.m. - speech of the EUSA President – greeting the hosts and request for official
announcement of the event’s opening
8.21 p.m. – 8.24 p.m. - taking the oath by the representative of host team as well as by referees (the
representative chosen by the EUSA technical delegate)
8.24 p.m. – 8.27 p.m. - the EUSA anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur) performed by the Chorus of the
University of Rzeszów
hoisting the Flag of the EUSA on the flagpole
8.27 p.m. – 8.30 p.m. teams leave the main square of the RSSC – beginning of cultural programme
8.30 p.m. – 8.40 p.m. performance of Girls Group in Rzeszów
8.40 p.m. – 8.43 p.m. performance of „Pyza”- the Song and Movement Band from Albigowa
8.43 p.m. – 8.47 p.m. performance of Dance Group “Kornele”, MDK in Rzeszów
8.47 p.m. – 8.50 p.m. performance of „Pyza”- the Song and Movement Band from Albigowa
8.50 p.m. – 8.55 p.m. performance of Dance Group “Kornele”, MDK in Rzeszów
Chairing of the event by Konrad Dudek (Polish and English language)
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Awarding Ceremony (02. 07. 2017)
7 p.m. beginning of the EUSA Closing Ceremony, venue: „Podpromie” - Regional Sport and
Spectacular Centre (RSSC)
7.05 p.m. - 7.15 p.m. march of sportsmen, authorities, volunteers, introducing and setting the
representatives of the countries with their flags, the main square of the RSSC
7.15 p.m. – 7.21 p.m. final speech of the President of the Organizational Committee
7.21 p.m. – 7.24 p.m. final speech of the EUSA’s Representative
7.24 p.m. – 7.26 p.m. giving a symbolic gift to the Representative of the volunteers by the EUSA’s
Representative
7.26 p.m. – 7.28 p.m. speech of the host of the next EUSA’s edition, transfer of the Flag
7.28 p.m. – 7.30 p.m. introduction of three representatives of the winning countries with their flags,
the main square of the RSSC
7.30 p.m. – 7.45 p.m. official decoration
7.45 p.m. – 7.50 p.m the EUSA’s anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur)
EUSA’s Flag masting (moderator, EUSA’s and host’s representatives wave the EUSA’s flags),
Polish anthem performed
Polish Flag masting
chairing of the event by Konrad Dudek (Polish and English language)
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SOCIAL EVENTS PROGRAMME – PROPOSITIONS
Saturday 24th of June
Dinner after SCAC meeting, Rzeszów Hotel (Piłsudskiego Avenue 44), 6 p.m.
Europejski Stadion Kultury (“European Stadium of Culture”) – there are the following
offers:
4 pm – 8 pm - Global Village – the festival club Wisłok Boulevards
7 pm – 10 pm – concert: 5`nizza ft. L.U.C. & Rebel Babel Ensemble with guest
performance of Kayah and KALIBER 44 - Market Square
7.30 pm – 8.30 pm - All Night Vigil - concert of sacral music - Sanctuary of Our Lady of
Rzeszów, 8 Sokoła Street
There is also a possibility of visiting Rzeszów Underground Tourist Route (Rynek 26) and
market square in Rzeszów with many interesting places such as for example Rzeszów’s
well.

Sunday 25th of June
VIP Room “Podpromie” Sports Hall (Podpromie 10), 7:00 p.m. - catering
Europejski Stadion Kultury (“European Stadium of Culture”) – there are the following
offers:
7.30 pm – 10 pm - Electro East – Belarusian electronic music concert by SHUMA,
Mustelide, CherryVata – the festival club Wisłok Boulevards
9 pm - 10 pm- ‘Le Spectre de la Rose’ - one-act contemporary ballet – stage at Rzeszów
Market Square
10 pm – 00.00 - ‘Reaching to the roots’ - video-mapping on a tree inspired by Edward
Janusz – Wislok Boulevards

There is a possibility of visiting Rzeszów Underground Tourist Route (Rynek 26) and
market square in Rzeszów.
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Monday 26th of June
Underground Pub, (J. Matejki Street 10), 9:00 p.m. - optional
There is also a possibility of visiting Rzeszów Underground Tourist Route (Rynek 26) and
market square in Rzeszów.
Tuesday 27th of June
Referee meeting – meeting room in the “Piekiełko” club, Rzeszów Hotel, (Piłsudskiego
Avenue 44), 9:00 p.m.
There is also a possibility of visiting Rzeszów Underground Tourist Route (Rynek 26) and
market square in Rzeszów.
Wednesday 28th of June
Integration party in PEWEX Pub, (Rynek 18), 9:00 p.m. (20% of discount for all the
participants)
Meeting for officials, coaches, trainers, TD - “Piekiełko” club, Rzeszów Hotel,
(Piłsudskiego Avenue 44), 9:00 p.m.

There is also a possibility of visiting Rzeszów Underground Tourist Route (Rynek 26) and
market square in Rzeszów.

Thursday 29th of June
Recovery Day
Visiting of Łańcut Castle (Zamkowa Street 1) at 9:00 a.m. as well as Ulmów Family
Museum in Markowa
There is also a possibility of going to the „HELIOS” Cinema, (Powstańców Warszawy
Street 14) as well as to the “Fitness for Life” – fitness club, (Piłsudskiego Avenue 44 the Rzeszów Gallery)
There is also a possibility of visiting Rzeszów Underground Tourist Route (Rynek 26) and
market square in Rzeszów.
There is also a possibility of getting rest at the beach over the Wisłok river (10:00-18:00
all the week).
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Friday 30th of June
There are the following offers for the Participants to spend their free time after
matches:
“KULA” Bowling & Club, (Krakowska Street 20)
RESKART – go-carts, (Hoffmanowej Street 19)
There is also a possibility of visiting “Piekiełko” club in Rzeszów Hotel (Piłsudskiego
Avenue 44). The club is open from Friday to Saturday from 9 p.m.
Saturday 1st of July
Special Live Multimedia Fountain Show – 9:00 p.m. (Lubomirskich Avenue)
There is also a possibility of visiting Rzeszów Underground Tourist Route (Rynek 26) and
market square in Rzeszów.
Sunday 2nd of July
VIP Room “Podpromie” Sports Hall (Podpromie 10), 3:00 p.m. - catering
Award Ceremony, “Podpromie” Sports Hall (Podpromie 10), 7:00 p.m.
After Award Ceremony Closing Banquet – Rzeszów Hotel (Piłsudskiego Avenue 44) – 9:00
p.m.
From Monday to Friday there is an offer of the following pubs and restaurants in Rzeszów
to visit with 20% discount for all the participants of the event:












Lord Jack (Rynek 4)
Rdza Coffee (Rynek 16)
Rdza Gastro (Rynek 16)
Rdza Beer&Bourbon (Rynek 16)
Pewex Pub (Rynek 18)
Anomalia Pub (Joselewicza Street 6/1A)
Underground Pub (Rynek 26)
Drukarnia (Bożnicza Street 6)
KUK-NUK (Jana Matejki Street 4)
Stary Browar (Rynek 20/23)

All the details will be provided in a pamphlet made by the restaurateurs, attached to the guide
book.
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SPA OFFER FOR THE PARTICIPANTS (extra paid by the Participants)
OF THE FOLLOWING HOTELS:
“Nowy Dwór” Hotel – address: Świlcza 146 E 36-072 Świlcza /near Rzeszów – contact:
phone: +48 609 721 105, phone: +48 17 856 09 90, fax: +48 17 860 02 17, e-mail:
recepcja@hotelnowydwor.pl
The WELLNESS ZONE of the Hotel includes: Jacuzzi, swimming pool, fitness hall, saunas’
zone (six different saunas: infrared, aromatherapy, Finnish, tepidarium, steam), cooling
zone, aqua-aerobic, spa parlor, etc.
All the detailed information available at the EUSA website (ABOUT bookmarker).

1.

SPA Hotel Splendor **** - address: Siedliska 495, 36-042 Lubenia, contact: phone. +48
17 855 46 65, phone. +48 17 855 4678, mobile phone +48 519 315 410, e-mail:
recepcja@spasplendor.pl
The WELLNESS ZONE of the Hotel includes: swimming pool with four jets massaging your
back, abdomen, legs and two neck massagers, Cooling Cave with ice-fall, Finnish bucket,
and ice-cold water well, 4 saunas (Finnish, steam, brine, aromatherapy), Fitness room,
Jacuzzi, etc.
All the detailed information available at the EUSA website (ABOUT bookmarker).

2.

Blue Diamond Hotel**** - Hotel Active Spa – address: Nowa Wieś 414, 36-001
Trzebownisko, N: 50.0892734, E: 22.0465297, contact: phone. 17 77 22 688
e-mail: spa@bluediamondhotel.pl
The WELLNESS ZONE of the Hotel includes: Active SPA with Relaxation zone: swimming
pool with water features and a built-in drink bar, a complex of 4 saunas and water baths,
a cooling area and an atmospheric tepidarium with heated loungers. There is also a
professional gym, SPA treatment rooms offer nearly 100 different facial and body
treatments, all-embracing rituals and specialist slimming and firming treatments which
use the newest Hi-Tech equipment.
All the detailed information available at the EUSA website (ABOUT bookmarker).

3.
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GOOD TO KNOW 
General useful information:
Language: official language is Polish but the staff of the OC speaks English
Currency: polish zloty (PLN)
International digital Code: +48
Electricity and plugs: Electricity in Poland comes out of the wall socket at 220 volts alternating
at a 50 cycles per secondo
Laundry: Ecological Chemical Washing „EKO – STYL” you can find in the Rzeszów Gallery (Floor
-1, local 60B) or in the Graffica Outlet „NEW EKO PRALNIA” (Ground floor, local 013)
Internet: The Wi-Fi service is available in the following places: Hotel Rzeszow, Hotel Forum
(ask about password in reception). Wi-Fi please ask for the password to enter to Wi-Fi service
at the Accreditation office.
Water supply: Water will be provided at all match venues.
Accreditation center / Info desk: The accreditation office and Info desk will be located in
Podpromie Hall and Rzeszów Hotel.
General regulation :All participants are obliged to keep the general regulations (technical and
behavior protocols) established by the European Universities Sports Association and by the
organizing committee.

USEFUL NUMBERS
Here are the important emergency contact numbers in Poland:
To call an emergency service using a landline or a public phone, please dial
999 – Ambulance
998 – Fire Brigade
997 – Police
To call an emergency service using a mobile phone, please dial
112 - all services
Rzeszów TAXI: Radio Taxi +48 19191 or i-Taxi +48 737 737 737 (get the application:
https://itaxi.pl/english/)
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